
or even...

184clear evidence that MT is used in real life.



Context in Translation

185
syntax should help...

xiaoxin

 小心  X   <=>  be careful not to X

(SCFG)

fluency problem
(n-gram)

  小心 VP   <=>  be careful not to VP

  小心 NP  <=>  be careful of NP 

xiaoxin  gou

 小心  狗  <=>  be aware of  dog



How do people translate?
1. understand the source language sentence

2. generate the target language translation

186

Bush holdand/
with

meetingSharon [past.]

“Bush   held   a  meeting   with   Sharon”

布什 举行与 会谈沙⻰龙 了

Bùshí juxíngyu huìtánShalóng le



How do compilers translate?
1. parse high-level language program into a syntax tree

2. generate intermediate or machine code accordingly

187

x3 = y + 3;

LD     R1,  id2
ADDF   R1,  R1, #3.0  // add float
RTOI   R2,  R1        // real to int
ST     id1, R2

syntax-directed translation (~1960)



Syntax-Directed Machine Translation

1. parse the source-language sentence into a tree

2. recursively convert it into a target-language sentence

188

Bush holdand/
with

meetingSharon [past.]

(Irons 1961; Lewis, Stearns 1968;  Aho, Ullman 1972)  ==>  (Huang, Knight, Joshi 2006)



Tree-based Translation

• get 1-best parse tree; then convert to English

189

Bush holdand/
with

meetingSharon [past.]

“Bush   held   a  meeting   with   Sharon”



Tree-based Translation

190(Huang, Knight, Joshi 2006)

• recursive rewrite by pattern-matching

with



Tree-based Translation

• recursively solve unfinished subproblems

191

held          

withBush

(Huang, Knight, Joshi 2006)



Tree-based Translation

• continue pattern-matching

192

Bush held with

a meeting Sharon

(Huang, Knight, Joshi 2006)



Tree-based Translation

• continue pattern-matching

193

Bush held witha meeting Sharon

(Galley et al. 2004; Huang, Knight, Joshi 2006)



Recursion

194

“held a meeting”

“Sharon”“Bush”

“Bush held a meeting with Sharon”



Memoization (dynamic programming)

195

cache the best translation (and its probability) 
at each node (i.e. subtree)



Pseudocode

196



English-to-Spanish/French Example
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Sample Input/Ouptut (online)
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Derivation and k-best translation

199


